With grace, space and pace, the Jaguar Mark II was the quintessential British automobile. Always admired but never overtaken, it was the go-to car for a quick getaway and the required choice for law enforcement in pursuit. Its powerful and iconic design has been the inspiration for our new collection of apparel and lifestyle accessories. A true legend of its time that leaves an unforgettable legacy.
MEN’S HERITAGE LEATHER JACKET
This beautifully soft leather jacket features zip side pockets and panelling detail to the shoulders and arms. Heritage lozenge embossed to the chest with race stripe tab to the upper back.

BLACK
XS 50JFLM344BKB
S 50JFLM344BKC
M 50JFLM344BKD
L 50JFLM344BKE
XL 50JFLM344BKF
XXL 50JFLM344BKG
XXXL 50JFLM344BKH
XXXXL 50JFLM344BK3
MEN’S HERITAGE CASUAL ZIP UP JACKET
Casual meets classic in this 100% cotton, zip-through jacket. Featuring quilted detailing, a ribbed collar and Heritage lozenge branding to the arm and zip-pulls. Finished with race stripe tab to the side-seam.

NAVY
XS 50JGEM480NVB XL 50JGEM480NVF
S 50JGEM480NVC XXL 50JGEM480NVG
M 50JGEM480NVD XXXL 50JGEM480NVH
L 50JGEM480NVE XXXXL 50JGEM480NV3

MEN’S HERITAGE ZIP UP COTTON JACKET

NAVY
XS 50JGJM479NVB XL 50JGJM479NVF
S 50JGJM479NVC XXL 50JGJM479NVG
M 50JGJM479NVD XXXL 50JGJM479NVH
L 50JGJM479NVE XXXXL 50JGJM479NV3
MEN'S HERITAGE
CASUAL JACKET
Comfort and style in equal measure. This lightly padded nylon jacket features navy, white and red race stripe detailing to the raglan sleeves, front pockets and upper back. Embroidered Heritage lozenge to the chest.
NAVY
XS S0JFJM345NVB XL S0JFJM345NVF
S S0JFJM345NVC XXL S0JFJM345NVG
M S0JFJM345NVD XXXL S0JFJM345NVH
L S0JFJM345NVE

MEN'S HERITAGE
FULL ZIP SWEATSHIRT
This 100% cotton full zip sweatshirt suits every situation. Featuring navy, white and red race stripe detailing with ribbed cuffs and hem. Embroidered Heritage lozenge to the chest.
NAVY
XS S0JFEM346NVB XL S0JFEM346NVF
S S0JFEM346NVC XXL S0JFEM346NVG
M S0JFEM346NVD XXXL S0JFEM346NVH
L S0JFEM346NVE

HERITAGE CAP
100% cotton classic cap with embroidered Heritage lozenge to the front. Features red trim, contrast eyelets and metal buckle to the back.
NAVY S0JFCH349NVA
GREEN S0JFCH349GNA

HERITAGE SCARF
Soft touch Heritage Scarf with navy, white and red race stripe. 100% wool with stitched Heritage lozenge in red.
NAVY S0JFSF349NVA
MEN’S HERITAGE POLO SHIRT
100% piqué cotton polo shirt with embroidered Heritage lozenge to the chest. Features branded buttons andred tipping to the collar and cuffs.

WHITE
XS 50JFPM347WTR XL 50JFPM347WTF
S 50JFPM347WTC XXL 50JFPM347WTC
M 50JFPM347WTD XXXL 50JFPM347WTH
L 50JFPM347WTE XXXXL 50JFPM347WTS

NAVY
50JFPM347VN

GREEN
50JFPM347GN

MEN’S HERITAGE LOZENGE T-SHIRT
Classic crew neck T-shirt featuring Jaguar Heritage lozenge across the chest and Heritage stripe side-seam tab. Made from 100% cotton.

GREY
XS 50JGTM476GYB XL 50JGTM476GYF
S 50JGTM476GYS XXL 50JGTM476GYG
M 50JGTM476GYD XXXL 50JGTM476GYH
L 50JGTM476GYE XXXXL 50JGTM476GY3

WHITE
50JGTM476WT

NAVY
50JGTM476NV

MEN’S HERITAGE DYNAMIC GRAPHIC T-SHIRT
T-shirt immortalising the Jaguar Mark II. Sports a dynamic graphic to the front and Ultimate Getaway Car logo to the back neck. Finished with Heritage lozenge to the sleeve.

GREY
XS 50JGTM477GYSB XL 50JGTM477GYSF
S 50JGTM477GYSY XXL 50JGTM477GYSY
M 50JGTM477GYSYD XXXL 50JGTM477GYSYH
L 50JGTM477GYSYE XXXXL 50JGTM477GYSY3

NAVY
XS 50JGTM477NVB XL 50JGTM477NVF
S 50JGTM477NVY XXL 50JGTM477NVY
M 50JGTM477NVYD XXXL 50JGTM477NVYH
L 50JGTM477NVYE XXXXL 50JGTM477NVY3

GREEN
XS 50JGTM477GNB XL 50JGTM477GNF
S 50JGTM477GNC XXL 50JGTM477GNQ
M 50JGTM477GNND XXXL 50JGTM477GNH
L 50JGTM477GNE XXXXL 50JGTM477GN3

HERITAGE STRIPE GRAPHIC CAP
Heritage cap designed with a distressed print and contrast red Jaguar Heritage lozenge. Features a sandwich peak with Heritage stripe and X-Headlight detailing to the side.

GREEN
50JGCH478GNA

HERITAGE TRUCKER CAP
Adjustable trucker cap featuring Jaguar Mark II dynamic graphic. Sports embroidered Heritage logo to the peak and Heritage stripe detail.

RED
50JGCH499RDA

HERITAGE STRIPE GRAPHIC CAP
Heritage cap designed with a distressed print and contrast red Jaguar Heritage lozenge. Features a sandwich peak with Heritage stripe and X-Headlight detailing to the side.

GREEN
50JGCH478GNA

HERITAGE TRUCKER CAP
Adjustable trucker cap featuring Jaguar Mark II dynamic graphic. Sports embroidered Heritage logo to the peak and Heritage stripe detail.

RED
50JGCH499RDA
HERITAGE DYNAMIC GRAPHIC LEATHER WALLET
The Mark II legacy lives on. This 100% leather wallet features a Jaguar Mark II dynamic graphic emblazoned on the interior. Finished with debossed Heritage lozenge to the front. BROWN 50JGLG435BNA

HERITAGE DYNAMIC GRAPHIC NOTEBOOK - A5
A5 soft-touch notebook that celebrates the Ultimate Getaway Car. Featuring Jaguar Mark II dynamic graphic, a Getaway Checklist and a discreet back pocket. Lined pages feature Heritage lozenge and X-Headlight details. KHAKI 50JGNB439KHA

HERITAGE DYNAMIC GRAPHIC LEATHER CARD HOLDER
Card holder and billfold featuring the Jaguar Mark II dynamic graphic to the inside, and X-Headlight detailing. Finished with a debossed Heritage lozenge. Made from 100% leather. BROWN 50JGLG435BNA
HERITAGE WALLET
A piece of history in your pocket. This fine Black leather wallet features a burgundy trim with white stitching and multiple compartments. Heritage lozenge to the inside.
BLACK  50JFLG351BKA

HERITAGE CARD HOLDER
Compact and classic. This fine Black leather card holder features a burgundy trim with white stitching and multiple compartments. Heritage lozenge to the back.
BLACK  50JFLG352BKA

HERITAGE LOZENGE KEYRING
Heritage keyring with fine Brown leather tag featuring Heritage lozenge. Contrast stitching to the border.
BROWN  50JDKR923BNA

HERITAGE PASSPORT HOLDER
Take our history on your travels. This fine Black leather passport holder features a burgundy trim and white stitching. Race stripe tab and Heritage lozenge to the inside.
BLACK  50JFLG353BKA

HERITAGE BOTTLE OPENER FUEL GAUGE
Designed in the style of an E-type fuel gauge, this zinc alloy and leather bottle opener keyring features a Heritage lozenge to the back.
BLACK  50JFKR355BKA

HERITAGE PIN BADGES
SET OF 5  50JFGF354BKA

HERITAGE LOZENGE CUFFLINKS
Cufflinks with Jaguar Heritage logo and Jaguar wordmark branding to the back.
RED  50JDCF922RDA
BLACK  50JDCF922BKA
JAGUAR HERITAGE WATCH
Polished steel precision chronograph with all the hallmarks of early Jaguar. Features Heritage lozenge, luminous hands and indices, sub-dials inspired by original instrument clusters and Italian leather strap resembling vintage bonnet fastenings. Water-resistant to 10 ATM
WHITE @ SOJEW311WTA
HERITAGE LEATHER HOLDALL
Carry the spirit of our racing heritage. This fine Black leather holdall features detachable race stripe strap, and Heritage lozenge badge.
BLACK  SOJFLUSSBKA
HERITAGE DYNAMIC
GRAPHIC ESPRESSO SET
Espresso set with cups featuring Jaguar Mark II dynamic graphic, and saucers with X-Headlight design. Microwave and dishwasher safe.
SET OF 4  50JGGF441NAA

HERITAGE MUG
White ceramic Heritage mug printed with the original Heritage lozenge in red. Microwave and dishwasher safe.
WHITE  50JBM9186WTA

HERITAGE COASTERS X 4
WITH TIN
Heritage coasters presented in a branded metal tin. Two featuring E-type schematic drawings. Two featuring Heritage lozenge.
SET OF 4  50JGF0322NVA

HERITAGE BOTTLE STOPPERS
Set of three Jaguar bottle stoppers with a design based on the historic Jaguar gear stick. Shaped from stainless steel with rubber stoppers.
SET OF 3  50JGF003NAA

E-TYPE 50-YEAR ANNIVERSARY BOOK
Discover the design, the performance and the legacy it left behind. A detailed archive charting 50 years of the iconic Jaguar E-type.
130 PAGES  50JS5PAETB

HERITAGE COASTER X 4
WITH TIN
Heritage coasters presented in a branded metal tin. Two featuring E-type schematic drawings. Two featuring Heritage lozenge.
SET OF 4  50JGF0322NVA

HERITAGE BOTTLE STOPPERS
Set of three Jaguar bottle stoppers with a design based on the historic Jaguar gear stick. Shaped from stainless steel with rubber stoppers.
SET OF 3  50JGF003NAA

E-TYPE 50-YEAR ANNIVERSARY BOOK
Discover the design, the performance and the legacy it left behind. A detailed archive charting 50 years of the iconic Jaguar E-type.
130 PAGES  50JS5PAETB
HERITAGE ART PRINT
These A3 mounted prints feature artwork of the original Jaguar Mark II. Dynamic designs that capture the spirit of this historic car marque. Printed on 350gsm paper. Frames not included.

GREEN AND RED @ 50JGAP436MXA
GREY AND WHITE @ 50JGAP437MXA
BLACK AND RED @ 50JGAP438MXA
SIZE A3
AMALGAM XKSS 1:8 SCALE MODEL

Only 16 of these extraordinary cars were ever built and sold, one famously owned by the legendary Steve McQueen. Unveiled in 1957 the Jaguar XKSS was almost certainly the fastest production car of its day, reaching 60mph in just 5.2 seconds and topping out at 144mph.

This limited edition model has been handmade with meticulous attention to detail. Crafted to 1:8 scale, every aspect of its exterior, interior and engine bay has been replicated in precise detail. Like the original car it celebrates it truly is a thing of beauty.

Please note that this product is made to order and will be delivered through a specialist service.

RACING GREEN 50JBCDCSBDGNA

E-TYPE 1961 1:43 SCALE MODEL

Since its launch at the Geneva motor show in March 1961, the Jaguar E-type coupe has gone on to arguably be one of the most iconic cars of its generation. Truly a collector’s classic.

CREAM 50JDCAET1961

JAGUAR XK120 1:76 SCALE MODEL

1:76 scale model of the XK120, the iconic sports car produced by Jaguar between 1948-1956, in Black. Featuring spats to the rear wheel arches.

BLACK 50JBDSC64BKA

E-TYPE 1961

JAGUAR XK120

THE ULTIMATE GETAWAY CAR

SHOP THE JAGUAR MARK II COLLECTION

Inspired by the legendary Jaguar Mark II, this range of apparel and lifestyle accessories celebrates a motoring icon. Featuring distinctive heritage styling and the Mark II dynamic graphic, every piece has been crafted with unwavering attention to detail.

VISIT: SHOP.JAGUAR.CO.UK FOR MORE INFORMATION

THE HERITAGE COLLECTION

24 25
# CLOTHING SIZE GUIDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UK MEN’S</th>
<th>CHEST (CM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XS</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXL</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXL</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXXL</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product availability and pricing are subject to change. All copy and images remain the copyright of Jaguar Land Rover. Correct at time of publication; subject to availability and market; Jaguar Land Rover reserve the right to remove or change specification of items in the range at any time.